ANNO SCOLASTICO 2017-2018

PROGRAMMA DI INGLESE SVOLTO

CLASSE 4G

Lingua inglese

Libro di testo: Ready for First, Macmillan

Contenuti svolti:

UNIT 7: Value for money
Grammar: present perfect simple, expressing preferences, present perfect continuous
Vocabulary: shopping, towns and villages
Functions: talking about jobs/photos, supermarket psychology
Writing: email, essay

UNIT 8: up and away
Grammar: the futures and time linkers, word formation adjectives
Vocabulary: sleep, travel
Functions: talking about jobs/photos
Writing: article, essay

UNIT 9: mystery and imagination
Grammar: modal verbs for speculation and deduction, question tags, contrast linkers, word formation adverbs
Vocabulary: ways of looking
Functions: collaborative task
Writing: review

UNIT 10: nothing but the truth
Grammar: too and enough, passives, passive of reporting verbs
Vocabulary: crime and punishment
Functions: talking about photos
Writing: article, essay

UNIT 11: what on earth’s going on?
Grammar: so, neither, nor, conditionals
Vocabulary: weather
Functions: collaborative task
Writing: email, review, essay

UNIT 12: looking after yourself
Grammar: countable, uncountable nouns, reported speech, reporting verbs, reported questions, word formation nouns